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Abstract:
The day-by-day increasing demands on the airports due to ever increasing traffic, to fulfill these increasing demands, driverless cars
as an alternative to the human driver assisted cars is imperative. Sometimes it becomes a very difficult task for the airport authorities
to provide all the services to thousands of passengers at once. This leads them to face flight delays and again taking a step behind to
satisfy their customers/passengers. One of the reasons for delay is inconsistency of manpower to provide timely services. Minimizing
this human intervention on the automation can help these delays reduce to a lot extent. This paper introduces a pilot model of
driverless vehicle that will replace the manpower and the human intervention in the vehicles used on the airport for the transportation
of passengers, luggages,etc. from the hub or the waiting room to the aircraft. The system is computed in three modules: the object
detection module, camera calibration and neural network training. The integration of the above models is a scope model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An automobile is a major expense for most, but driverless
automobile is on a wink of day-to-day use. Current trend of
automation is of service-oriented architecture where there are a
number of services to be offered, integration of all the services
are proposed to form a single working service domain or such
service domains of interest of the automation research work.
Driverless automation works under various domains and
services. The location based service is implemented where
objects which can move are tracked using the GPS in major
domains.This location based tracking as a service is used to
match the position of the vehicles so as to be guided accurately
under complete control from the source to destination. The
working domain selected is an Airport Application where
number of vehicles of different type like passenger, load,
baggages, etc. are moving on their specified tracks. The project
is undertaken to implement the automation on these vehicles and
make them “driverless”. However, concerning about the luggage
carrier, the work test bed is suggested for loaded carrying
vehicles which are to be guided perfectly under complete control
from its source to destination on their predesigned path. System
designed approach is been selected so as form the pilot platform
where the output so obtained is tested for its accuracy and
evaluated with comparison with the peer existing system. Finally
the conclusion is then followed by requirements of the system
domain and the working of the automation; which suggests the
future enhancements as per the need.
1.2 System Design Approach:
The paper consists of three units namely: the input unit which
includes the camera and the ultrasonic sensor sub-units[10], the
processing unit (host/computer) and the Remote Controlled car
control unit (wireless RC car)[11].
1.2.1 Input Unit:
The main aspect of the input unit revolves around a Raspberry Pi
board (model B+)[1], attached with a pi camera module and an
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HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor is used to collect the input data.
There are two client programs that run on the Raspberry Pi
processor for streaming video and ultrasonic sensor data to the
host via a local Wifi connection[4]. The collected video is scaled
down to QVGA (320×240) resolution to achieve the low latency
of the video streaming[6].
1.2.2 Processing Unit:
The processing unit is the host computer itself that handles
important multiple tasks such as receiving the data from
Raspberry Pi, training data from the neural network and it’s
prediction (steering), object detection, and sending instructions
to Arduino through a USB connection[2].
1.2.3 TCP Server:
In this unit, image frames are converted to gray scale and are
decoded into numpy arrays. A TCP server program follows a
multithreaded approach that runs on the host computer to receive
streamed image frames and the ultrasonic data from the
Raspberry Pi [9].
1.2.4 Object Detection:
The object detection unit gets simplified to a certain extent with
the use of Haar feature-based cascade classifiers for object
detection. The Ultrasonic sensor mounted on the front-base of
the car detect the object distance with the help of the transceiver
mechanism. This economical ultrasonic sensor gives a range of 2
cm to 400 cm of the measurement from the object. It has a
ranging accuracy that can reach approximately up to 3mm. This
HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor includes an ultrasonic transmitter, a
receiver and a control circuit.[4]
1.2.5 RC Car Control Unit:
The Remote Controlled (RC) car has a switch type wireless
remote controller. It has four switch options of forward, reverse,
left and right. An Arduino board is used to simulate these kind of
button-press actions. The ground pin is kept zero and as soon as
any of the button is pressed, the resistance between the relevant
chip pin gets active(high). The Arduino board has four pins
which are chosen to connect four chip pins on the remote
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controller, corresponding to forward, reverse, left and right
actions corresponding of the button clicks. Arduino pins initially
sends LOW signals which indicates the grounding of the chip
pins of the controller. Moreover, sending HIGH signal indicates
the resistance between chip pins and the ground pin remains the
same. Whole of the Arduino Board along with the remote
controller circuit is connected to the host computer via USB [2].
The host computer outputs the commands to the Arduino using
serial interface, and then the Arduino reads the commands and
writes out LOW or HIGH signals, simulating button-press
actions to eventually drive the RC car.
1.2. Neural Network
Neural network plays a vital role in training the remote
controlled car and to adapt the dynamic varied situations. The
main advantage of using neural network is that once the network
is trained, it only needs to load trained parameters afterwards,
thus prediction becomes very quick[14]. The neural network is
fed with the continuous video calibration from the camera
mounted on the RC car. However, only the lower half of the
input image is used for training and prediction as the upper half
is not vital for detection and calibration from the angle of the RC
car’s perspective. There are 38,400 (320×120) nodes in the input
layer and 32 nodes each in two hidden layers. The number of
nodes in the hidden layer is chosen fairly arbitrary. Eventually,
there are four nodes in the output layer where each node
corresponds to the RC car’s steering control instructions:
forward, reverse, left and right. (Note that the reverse control
click is not used in the project, but it is still included in the
output layer).[13]

Figure: 1.2
Figure 1.2 shows the training output and the accuracy of the data
set (video calibration from the camera mounted on the RC
car)using neural network. This training accuracy is only for the
forward and the left direction functionalities of the RC car)[11].

Figure 1.3
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Figure 1.3 shows the training output and the accuracy of the
dataset using neural network. The training accuracy shown
above is only for the forward and the right direction
functionalities of the RC car.[11]
2. SOFTWARE APPROACH:
2.1 Algorithm:
STEP 1: Raspberry Pi (Processor) is mounted on the RC car.
STEP 2: Ultrasonic sensor and the camera is mounted at the
front base of the car.
STEP 3: Video Calibration capture program is initialized.
STEP 4: Object detection program is initialized.
STEP 5: Video captured images (in frames) are sent to the host
computer.
STEP 6: Obstacle detection program starts continuously sending
the distance measure between the car and the obstacle (if any) to
the host computer.
STEP 7: Host computer will process the image frames of the
inputs sent by Raspberry pi and generate the required predicted
control signals.
STEP 8: Host computer will then send the corresponding signals
to the arduino which is connected to the host computer via USB
connection.
STEP 9: Arduino will receive the corresponding signals from the
host computer and further will send the processed and
corresponding signals to theremote controller of the RC car.
STEP 10: The RC controller (remote) will then eventually send
signals to the car through the infrared transmitter for its
directions whether forward, reverse, left or right.

Figure 2.1
The 10-step algorithm mentioned above sums up the working
and coordination of the RC car with its hardware and software
components. Figure 2.1 shows the pictorial representation of the
above mentioned algorithm. Raspberry pi and ultrasonic sensor
being mounted on the RC car and the data wirelessly being
transmitted to the host computer using a wifi module (router).
The Arduino board with the controls of the controller of the RC
car via the breadboard is connected to the host computer via an
USB. RC car’s remote controller eventually giving the signals to
the RC car.
2.2 Testing
2.2.1 Ultrasonic sensor Calibration
The HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor is mounted at the front base of
the RC car to continuously measure the distance between the RC
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car and the obstacle in the path. The ultrasonic sensor provides
accurate distance measurement results, the distance is then sent
to the host computer. In fact, the correspondence number to the
actual distance, we know when to stop the RC car. Experimental
results of detecting distance using ultrasonic sensors are shown
below.
2.2.2 Arduino Board circuit and Control Calibration Arduino
board is connected to the host computer via the USB to receive
the control signals from the raspberry pi via the host computer
and eventually signal the car’s remote control to give the
corresponding directions to it. Basically, Arduino board is used
to simulate button-press actions. Figure 2.3 shows the four
Arduino pins which are chosen to connect four chip pins on the
controller, corresponding to forward, reverse, left and right
actions. The remote controller sends the signals to the RC car via
the infrared medium. Connections using jumping wires are
mounted on a breadboard which acts as a medium between the
arduino and the RC remeote. Arduino gets its supply through the
host computer and is the ventual controller of the remote of the
RC car.[2]

Figure 3.1
Figure 3.1 shows the lane/path of the RC car. The RC car detects
the white pages on its either side and runs between those white
pages (lanes).

Figure 2.3
3. EVALUATION

Figure 3.2
Figure 3.2 shows the camera calibration video on the host
computer. The RC car continuously detects the white lines and
its corresponding functionalities (whether forward, right or left)
can be seen on the host computer as shown. Commands of
directions and the gray scaled video is dynamic on the host
computer.
Figure 2.2
4. FUTURE SCOPE
Figure 2.2 is the output displayed on the host computer
outsourced by the ultrasonic sensor of the RC car. The distance
measurement is a continuous dynamic process by the ultrasonic
sensor to the host computer[4].
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Lane detection, object detection, machine learning and neural
network play a vital role in the smooth functioning of the RC car
on its track, stopping on detecting an object in front of it and
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moving along the boundaries of the white paper. Integration of
the three models (the passenger model, the luggage carrier model
and the staircase mode) is a future scope.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a prototype of a self driving robot car is presented.
The different hardware components used in the process and their
assembly are clearly described. The main feature is to train the
RC car and to detect its road lanes indicated by white lines on
both the sides, eventually make appropriate prediction for the
direction which the RC car takes (ie forward, left or right). Using
the ultrasonic sensor, collision with the obstacles in front of the
RC car is detected and avoided. The neural algorithms
mentioned in the paper have been successfully implemented .
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